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Soul of God, when the Lord calls you, go to meet Him. Never cease to listen to His Voice and to
follow Him, because He will always have, for you, that which you most need.

Even though the tiredness of your body extends to your mind and your heart, do not let it wilt the
love and the aspiration of being in Christ and with Him.

Your Lord and King, Master of the Essences created by the Father, comes to the world by a
Superior Will to all will which is emanated in the Universe, so that the creatures reach the
awakening, the redemption and, finally, the return to the Origin.For this reason, faithful and pilgrim
soul, find rest and a dwelling in Him who is in everything and that you may find in all places, for
He inhabits all things. Listen to the Voice of Your Lord when He calls you, and know that His
Voice will not always be pronounced as sound and vibration, but His Word will also speak in the
potency of silence.

Be, then, with your attention placed on God and on His Son, to recognize His Designs and His
Guidance for this end of time. God is willing to guide all the steps of those who love Him and who
follow Him. Therefore, pilgrim soul, open yourself to hear Him and follow Him beyond your
possibilities, beyond this life, beyond this world.

As your Father and Friend, I invite you to walk on paths already trod by My Feet. To be today next
to the Father, to the Son, and to the Celestial Mother, My Heart opened to hear the Voice of God,
My Spirit opened to permeate matter, and My Humanity, poor and small, it opened to the absolute
transcendence of its imperfection to find the Truth.

Let yourself today be inspired by these steps and, listening to the Voice of Christ, raise yourself to
His Kingdom and live the unity with His Spirit of Love, so that it ceases to be a passing experience
and becomes a constant life, a superior state of your small consciousness where, when you open to
be nothing, you can then be everything, be all.

Your Father and Friend,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


